Vista 20p wiring diagram

It offers wireless and hardwired zone expansion, easy installation, and minimal programming
out of the box. Basic kits are inexpensive, flexible, and widely available on the web.
Professional alarm installers can even use the Vista 20P for custom designed security systems ,
due to its many features and programming options. This page explains how to make
connections to the terminals on a Vista 20P. The image of the Honeywell Vista 20p wiring
diagram is small, but you can click to enlarge it. Click or tap on image to enlarge. Also, I highly
recommend that you download a free copy of the complete Ademco manual, which will include
a full-size image of the wiring diagram. It also gives detailed specs and ratings for the system
and all its terminals. Check out my alarm system manual sources page to find free installation
and programming manuals for the Ademco Vista 20P as well as other brands of alarm panel.
See this page for help finding my Ademco model number. Connect each lead of a 2-conductor
wire to these terminals. Be careful not to allow the leads from the transformer touch each other
while the unit is plugged in! Shorting out the transformer can easily blow its internal fuse,
turning it into a paperweight. While making connections, either leave the transformer
unplugged, or keep the wires separated. This can be used for sirens, bells, strobes, or other
devices up to the rated output. These terminals supply volt power to operate keypads, zone
expanders, motion detectors, and other devices. Terminal 5 is positive, terminal 4 is negative.
The maximum current available for all keypads and detection devices is mA. If you need more
than this, you can add a supplemental power supply. Preferably, this extra power supply would
have its own battery backup, so it will continue to work during a power outage. If this isn't
possible, make sure at least one keypad is connected to the Vista 20P's own power terminals.
To fix this issue, connect a single short pigtail of gauge wire to each terminal, preferably using
red for positive and black for negative. Then, connect the necessary wiring to the appropriate
pigtails using wire nuts. Connect data leads from keypads, zone expanders, or other data
devices. Include at least one Ademco keypad to make advanced programming easier. The
typical wiring used for any devices requiring data, such as keypads, is 4-conductor jacketed
cable. This cable is usually manufactured with the colors red, black, green, and yellow or white
for the individual wire insulation. This makes it easy to keep track of the power and data pairs,
as well as the polarity of each. A minor point, but I welcome anything that saves time and
confusion! To make fast programming changes, you can temporarily connect a keypad to a
panel using this Alarm Programming Quick Keypad Connector. The Ademco Vista 20P has the
capacity for 8 on-board zones using basic connections. Each zone uses a 2,ohm 2K ohm
end-of-line resistor, which can be located at the alarm contact or inside the panel. Zone
doubling is an optional connection scheme that this panel supports; it adds 7 more hardwired
zones to panel with no additional hardware. This allows the addition of fire protection to the
panel without any extra modules or equipment, other than the smoke detectors themselves.
This provides a supervision alert from the keypads in case of a damaged fire wire. The Ademco
Vista 20P also supports 4-wire smoke alarms, but a relay will need to be added. This is done
mainly to simplify the layout of the control board, as well as to save space. Note that the
Ademco Vista 20P, like many other panels, can be programmed to not use end-of-line resistors
on burglary zones. This option simplifies wiring, and cleans up the panel a bit. Connect the
flying leads of an RJX cord to the terminals as shown. The Ademco Vista 20P diagram inside the
lid indicates the standard colors for each screw terminal, making things easy. When wiring the
RJ31X jack, be sure the pair of wires feeding phone line in to the jack goes to the red and green
screw leads. The pair sending dial tone back to the premise phones should connect to the
opposite pair of terminals, colored brown and gray. If these wires are hooked up backwards, the
panel will seize the wrong side of the telephone feed. The main purpose of an earth ground
connection on alarm panels is to provide lightning protection. The idea is that a voltage surge
will tend to travel across spark gaps and other protective devices built into the circuit board,
trying to reach ground potential. The bottom line: If you happen to have a convenient earth
ground near the alarm panel, go ahead and connect to it. The Ademco Vista 20P has very good
built-in lightning protection, even without an earth ground connection. More information on
Honeywell Security Systems. If you have an older Ademco system that's starting to have
problems, you may be thinking about replacing it. To find out how much a new system might
cost, get some free price quotes from alarm dealers in your area. Just answer a few questions
below, and you'll receive your quotes via email. These quotes are absolutely free! Learn about
me, how I built this site, and how you can build one of your own! These commissions don't
change the price that you pay. Rest assured that this compensation does not influence my
recommendations. I only endorse products and services that I truly believe to be an honest
value for you, as a visitor to my site. For more details, see my full disclaimer. All trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. This site is supported through affiliate marketing. Lee
Russell is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising

program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and
linking to amazon. Powered By Solo Build It! Search this site Top of Page Top. Back To Main.
You can subscribe to our YouTube channel for alerts on the newest videos we upload. Hey,
everybody. We put out videos like this all the time, so if they provide value for you, go ahead
and subscribe to the channel, hit the like button, and leave questions for us in the comments
below, try to help you out any way we can. I'm gonna take you over to the Vista 20P, I'm gonna
show you where you hook the two-wire smokes into, how to program, the simple programming
steps for that, and provide you a little information about those two terminals where two-wire
smokes are supposed to go. So let's go over the table and get started. All right. Here we are at
the Vista 20P panel and we're gonna do a little two-wire smoke explanation here. What you'll
need for this is your handy-dandy screwdriver, you'll need some wire strippers, and possibly
some butt end connectors to splice wire or attach your resistors to whatever you're gonna be
working with. Here at the panel, you see I've got zones two through eight shunted off so they're
not giving us any problems. And Vista 20Ps or Vista 15P s, whatever you're working with, 21iP,
zone one is factory set to be used for two-wire smoke detectors. So terminals eight and nine are
factory set to be used for two-wire smoke detectors. You can use zone one for other things but
it is set up to power and provide reset for two-wire smokes. The terminal eight is your positive
terminal, terminal nine is your negative. So they are polarity specific if you're hooking the
two-wire smokes. If you run a multimeter on terminals eight and nine you'll get a We're figuring
that is figured off of the auxiliary power for the panel which is milliamps. So, you know, if you're
running other power devices you're gonna have to figure that in. But zone one can usually
handle up to 16 two-wire smokes from what the manufacturers told us. So, basically, what
you're gonna do is you're going to use 22 gauge wire. Only two-wire. So we're gonna use our
black and red wires out of this four-wire strand to designate positive and negative. So what
you're going to do is you're going to go in and you're going to hook your positive wire into
terminal eight. And you're gonna screw that down. And then you're gonna take your negative
wire and hook that into terminal nine, gotta loosen that up a little bit more. Stick it under there,
screw that down, and this is gonna be your wire running out to your first smoke. And I've got
the smoke here, and I'm only working with one smoke. So this is how it's gonna look on zone
one, terminals eight and nine. The wire running through the smoke. You notice I didn't put a
resistor at the panel because it never goes at the panel. You do not put resistors at the panel.
They are supposed to go at the end of the line. So since this is a normally open device, I've
taken this resistor, right here, and I've strapped it between the positive and negative. So it's a
normally open so that the resistor is going to run in parallel between the two-wires. And then
I've got my wires, I've got my positive hooked in on this first positive terminal, I've got my
negative hooked in on this negative terminal. Now if you were doing more than one smoke, what
you're gonna do is your wire from the panel goes to your first smoke. You put the positive right
here, your negative right here, and then you're gonna run your positive for the next smoke off
this middle terminal. So you're gonna run a wire from this middle terminal to the first positive
terminal on your next smoke, and your negative just runs off of this terminal. So this negative,
you'll run a wire from it to the negative of the next smoke and on and on, until you get as many
smokes as you need. So that's It's parallel wiring since it's a normally open. But you will only
need one resistor no matter how many smokes are on this zone and that resistor will go at the
last smoke and you will hook it up exactly like I have it here. After you get done wiring your
two-wire smokes into zone one, you're then going to go into programming and I've gotta keypad
here so I'm gonna take you into programming. Let me get this situated. So what you're gonna
do after you hook up your two-wire smoke, let me back out of here. Say you're outside of
programming. You're gonna enter your four-digit installer code, which mine is four, one, one,
two and And I don't think I pressed it right so four, one, one, two, So pops you into
programming. First thing you're gonna see is installer code You're then going to go to zone
programming, star, 56, it will say set to confirm, that's only if you're working with wireless
devices so just going to hit no. Then it'll ask you to enter zone number and zero zero to quit, but
we wanna go into zone one because that's where we've got our two-wire smokes. So you type in
01, hit star, shows you the zone programming summary, hit star to skip that, and then you'll end
up on zero one zone type and factory default. This is set for fire type of and But if you don't see
that in there put in 09 for fire type, then you're gonna hit star. Partition, we're on partition one so
that's good. Report code. Reporting code is if you've got this central station monitored, then
you're gonna have an 01 and a zero zero and then a ten and that will tell that zone to report
communications to central station. Hit star again, response time one. I don't ever really mess
with that, so leave it like that. Hit star. We get the zone information again. And it will ask you if
you want to program in a label for that zone so when it shows up on the keypad it could say,
you know, smoke detectors or whatnot. We're not going to do that right now, we've got other

videos for that. Hit zero and it goes back to enter zone number and just hit zero zero to quit, star
99 to exit programming, and that's it. Basically that's as simple as that for the wiring for a
two-wire smoke. That simple for the programming and just remember only 16 smokes to zone
one. You can have up to 16 and that's it. That's pretty much it for the two-wire smoke wiring
explanation. Thanks, guy. Back over to me. All right guys, that was it. So hopefully you learned
a little something about the two-wire smokes on a Vista 20P. We got a request for this video. So
we put it out there for you. So hopefully you learned a little something. If you like the videos that
we do here subscribe to the channel, like this video, leave comments below, and we'll see you
next time, guys. Thanks for being here. This is Jon. Take care. Product successfully added to
your Shopping Cart. Continue Shopping. Proceed to Checkout. Back To Main. Wiring a
Honeywell security system can seem intimidating at first glance but it's really not hard. Take a
look at this video to see how simple it can be. You can subscribe to our YouTube channel for
alerts on the newest videos we upload. So what I'm gonna do is I'm gonna go over to the panel
on the wall here at the shop and I'm gonna run you through wiring in the transformer, a keypad,
two smokes, two-wire and a four-wire variety, a door contact and a motion sensor. So I'm just
gonna show you a little bit about how to wire these into the zones on the board and proper
placement of resistors and also specialized wiring for the four-wire smokes so you can do the
smoke resets. So let's go over to the panel on the wall and take a look and we'll get started. All
right, here we are at the VISTAP panel on the wall here to shop and I've got the door off of it
and, you know, we've got a couple of things that we were wiring in before. But I've tried to strip
it down so you can see what it looks like without stuffing it already. And the first thing is I'm
gonna is I'm gonna hook up the power transformer. And I've got these two wires here running
down to a Honeywell transformer. So what I'm gonna do is I'm going to take these wires and run
them through to the knockout hole on the side. And what we're gonna do is we're gonna bring
them to terminals 1 and 2 on the board. On a Honeywell VISTA panel, there is no polarity, so you
can wire the black and red to whatever those two terminals you want. Terminals one and two on
the far left side. So we're just gonna stick these wires in here underneath the screw terminals,
trying to get them in there. All right. And then once we got the wires in there, just tighten them
down so they're nice and secure. Don't over tighten the screws because you will strip them out.
Just make sure they're nice and snug. Before I plug that transformer in, what I'm gonna do next
is I'm going to wire in a keypad, and the keypad is a keypad alphanumeric. And what you do is
you all ran wires from your keypad to terminals four, five, six, and seven inside the panel. Just
run our wire through that hole and separate out these wires. So, your negative wire is going to
go to terminal four. So we're gonna take the black one, open up terminal four, stick that wire in
there, close that down, and we would take the red wire and put it in five. Open it up. Now tighten
it down. And then our green and yellow wires are going to go to five or six and seven. So you'll
want your green wire in six. So we'll go ahead and grab the green wire, stick it up under terminal
six and tighten that down. And terminal seven will get the yellow wire. Go and tighten that down.
We will be coming back to terminal five when we hook up the smoke. So, this will show you
what to do at that point. So the first thing I'm going to wire into this system will be a two-wire
smoke. If you have more than one two-wire smoke, you're just going to run all these together on
zone one. They cannot be zoned out individually. So as you see here, I have a two-wire smoke
and I have placed the resistor at the device across the two terminals. You will do this with your
resistors. They go at the item itself instead of in the panel. If you want to a deeper explanation
about resistors and how you use them, check out Jason's video. I'm gonna put a link down here
at the bottom screen so you can go check that out. I'm not gonna go in-depth on resistors, he
already did. So check his video out for more information. And what I've done is I've taken the
black and red wires. I've taken the red wire to the positive, to the first positive here. I have taken
a negative to this last terminal, which is the negative. And then I ran a resistor in parallel
between these two. So what I'm gonna do is I'm gonna take the other end of these wires and I
am going to take them over to terminals eight and nine, which is zone one on the Honeywell
VISTA system. Just make sure those screws are out there. Stick both wires, stick one wire
under eight and the other wire under nine, and then tighten those screws down. And there you
have it. Two-wire smoke wired into the panel on zone one. Normally, open devices such as
smokes and heats will be ran in parallel as opposed to other devices that are normally closed
which you will run in series. Next thing I am going to hook into this system will be a door
contact. You see it here, just a simple surface mount door contact. And as you see, I have taken
the resistor and ran it in series with one of the wires at the actual device itself. So you never
want to put them in the panel. What we'll do is we'll take So I've got the green and yellow wires
here on this door contact and I'm gonna come down at the other end here, find my green and
yellow wires, and I will put those on terminals 10 and 11 for zone 2. So go ahead and get these
wires up under these terminals and then screw them down securely. Nice and snug, not too

tight. So there you have it. Door contact on zone two. The next one I'm gonna put in here is a
power device, and this will have four wires. This is IS from Honeywell. And what I've got here is
I've got the two power wires, the black and red, going to these two terminal the inside. Now
we've got the zone wires over here on the normally closed and common. And on the normally
closed terminal, the green wire, I have added my resistor, and it is in series with that one wire.
So this is normally close so it'll run in series with one of the wires. So what we're gonna do first
with this motion detector, since it has four wires, is we are gonna take the black and red wires
and we are gonna run them to terminals four and five. So we'll go here, open up for a little bit so
we can get this wire in here, stick the wire up underneath there, screw it down again, and then
we will go to terminal five. Open that up just a little bit so we get the wire in, put the wire in and
screw it down. And we will take the other two wires hopefully. I just stretched out the wires out a
little bit, and then we'll take the other two wires. Didn't matter about polarity on the zone wires.
You can do them whichever way you want. So this time let's take the yellow one up underneath
12, open it up a little bit more so we can get in And then the green wire, we're going to do under
And there you go. We've got a motion detector wired into zone three with the power wires going
back to terminals four and five and your resistor at the device. So we'll just let that hang here.
The last one we're going to do is a four-wire smoke. Now the four-wire smokes, you can take
these in and zone them out on their own individual zones. But, to do a reset for these smokes,
you'll have to do a little bit of special wiring. As you can see from the four-wire smoke I have
here, I have it wired with the positive, the red wire on the first positive terminal, and the black
wire on the negative terminal. And then I have my normally open and common terminals here
with the green and yellow wires. I've taken a resistor and run in parallel between the two posts
here. Since it is a normally open device, the resistor will be in parallel between the two posts.
So, first thing we're gonna do, I'm gonna take this and I'm gonna wire it, the green and yellow
zone, to zone number four. So I'll just take my yellow in terminal 14 and I will stick my green in
terminal Actually, I'm sorry I got mixed up. My apologies. So we'll open up 13 again, stick that
other wire under there, close that up. So now we have devices on zones one through four. I'm
just gonna wrap some of these wires back so they're not interfering with things. What you do
with your power wires on these four-wire smokes, to get the reset we'll have to run off the
trigger pins. So you're gonna take your positive wire and run it back to terminal five. So open up
five a little bit, stick that wire in there, close it down. And what I've done is I run the negative
wire together with this wiring harness. Now, I know a lot of you out there in YouTube land are
probably going to comment on this video and be like, "That's not the proper harness to use.
What you'll usually use is a TR for your trigger pins. You're going to plug this into the trigger
pins on the VISTAP which are located right above the terminals to the right of the heat sink, and
your negative wire is going to go to the first pin on this row, which is trigger pin When you get a
smoke alarm on this zone, what it's gonna do is, because it is trigger pin wiring in the program,
if you will do for it, is it will drop power on your four-wire smokes just long enough to reset
them, then it'll bring it back up. So that's how you have to do it. You have to run your positive
terminal 5 and then your negative wires are all gonna connect onto this wire for trigger pin If
you have any problems getting the wires under these terminals, if you got a lot of wires, I would
recommend our BT wiring block. Basically what it does is it's got six terminals, and then you
will wire to this terminal block and then you're only gonna have to wire two wires from the
terminal b
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lock to your panel. So it saves a lot of space. It's pretty nifty to use. It saves a lot of mess in the
panel. You can organize that a little bit better. And there's a link for it down here at the bottom of
the screen if you wanna check it out. But that's it for wiring and resistance usage, you know,
from your transformer, to your keypad, to your devices. So I hope you learned something from
this, and we'll go back over and I'll take you out. All right, that's how it's done. If you guys have
any other questions about how to do this, feel free to give us a call on our toll-free line , or you
can visit our website at alarmsystemstore. We have great videos there for your knowledge and
also wiring and schematic and programming guides. Check that out. It will be really helpful for
you. And like I say, if you need help give us a call. Jon Boroughs with Alarm System Store.
Thanks, guys, have a great day. Product successfully added to your Shopping Cart. Continue
Shopping. Proceed to Checkout.

